
 

STEAM Trail 

 
Class Level: 3rd & 4th 

This document presents a range of activities and associated resources that could be used 

for a STEAM trail on the school grounds. Teachers are free to choose the sections from 

this document that they wish to complete with their class. The child can think about and 

discuss the answers, draw or write the answers or record their responses using digital 

technology.   

 

Before leaving the classroom  

Computational thinking activity 

Imagine an alien is visiting your classroom and wants to find the school yard. 

Choose a specific point on the school yard, e.g. the ash tree, the buddy bench, etc. 

Write or record step-by-step instructions for how to get from your classroom to the 

specific point you have chosen. Include instructions for opening doors, exact number 

of steps to take in each direction, left/right turns, etc.  

You can also add a map to accompany your instructions. 

Once you have completed your instructions, challenge someone to follow your 

instructions without telling them the final destination! 

 

Follow up/Extension activity: Lightbot: Encourage pupils to apply their computational 

thinking skills to a coding activity- this free online resource challenges pupils to 

create instructions to guide a robot through a maze. See www.lightbot.com (No 

account needed). 
 

Land art 

Land art is created outdoors using natural materials and objects to make patterns, 

shapes and visual designs. Explore and discuss the features of some inspirational work 

by land artists to inspire you before you go outdoors. E.g. Andy Goldsworthy, Gerry 

Barry, Chris Drury, Marc Pouyet, Richard Schilling. Also see 

http://www.landartforkids.com/ 

https://www.marc-pouyet.net/ 

http://gerrybarryartworks.com/albums/land-art/ 

 

 

  

http://www.lightbot.com/
http://www.landartforkids.com/
https://www.marc-pouyet.net/
http://gerrybarryartworks.com/albums/land-art/
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Ash tree 

 Sketch, annotate and reflect: Observe the tree carefully and create an 

annotated (labelled) sketch of this tree, using pencils or digital tools. What 

would this tree look like in winter/spring/summer/autumn? Note your 

observations in your Tree Journal- a template with suggested questions can be 

found at 

https://pdst.ie/sites/default/files/Tree%20Jounal%20Task%20Card.JPG  

 Record: Take a bark/leaf rubbing 

 Observe and record: Is this tree a good home for birds? Why? 

 Estimate how tall the tree is. 

 Calculate: Tree height.  

 To calculate the height of a tree, use a right 

angled isosceles triangle (a set square works 

well) and hold it so that one of the equal sides is 

parallel to the ground and the other equal side 

is perpendicular to the ground. Hold the triangle 

at eye level and walk back from the tree until its 

top can be sighted along the edge of the 

triangle. The height of the tree is equal to the 

distance you are standing away from the tree 

plus your own height. Note down your 

measurement. Compare your measurement with 

other people in your class.  

 

 

 

 

https://pdst.ie/sites/default/files/Tree%20Jounal%20Task%20Card.JPG


 

 

School wall 

 Estimate: How many blocks/bricks do you think were used to construct the wall 

at the front of your school? What strategies could you use to figure out your 

answer? 

 Observe and check: How many doors open onto the school yard? 

 Observe and record: What is the registration number of the car nearest the 

school? 

 Figure it out: What is the total of all the digits? How many different numbers can 

you make by reordering the digits? What is the largest number you can make using 

the last three digits? What is the smallest number you can make using the last 

three digits? What is the difference between the largest number and smallest 

number you have made?  

  
Image Source: Maths Eyes Resource Pack. www.haveyougotmathseyes.com 

 

 

 

Grassy area 

Micro hike:  

Estimate: How far is one metre?  

Think and discuss: What is the furthest you’ve walked in one day? Less than 1km, 

between 1-10km, more than 10km? 

Measure: Using string/wool, measure out one metre of string for each hiker/pair of 

hikers. This string will be your hiking trail.  

Imagine: Now imagine you have shrunk to the size of your thumbnail.  

Lay down your trail on the ground. Begin your hike at one of end of the string, getting 

very close and looking at every detail. Hike slowly-remember you are only the size of a 

thumbnail and have very small legs!  

Observe and record: What are you discovering? Record your observations using writing, 

photos, drawings. 

Reflect: In what ways did pretending you are tiny change your perspective on the hike? 

 

 

 

http://www.haveyougotmathseyes.com/


 

School gate 

Observe and record: 

 How many right angles can you find on the school gate? 

 What materials can you identify in the gate? Which are natural, and which are 

man-made?  

 What angle will the rotation of the gate be when it is opened/closed?  

 How old do you think the gate is? When do you think it was made? Are there any 

clues on the gate that could tell us? 

 How does the gate work? Explain how it works, using words, pictures, 

photographs. What forces are needed Push Pull Twist 

Estimate: The width/height of the gate.  

Measure: Using your hands, measure the width/height of the gate. Note your answer. 

Did you get the same answer as your partner? Why do you think this is? How could you 

verify your measurements using measuring equipment? 

 

 
Image source: PDST Primary STEM  

 

Front door of school building 

Observe and record:  

 What materials can you identify in the door and door frame? Which are man-

made and which are natural?  

 What vertical, horizontal, parallel and perpendicular lines can you identify on the 

door? Record the lines you find by sketching an annotated (labelled) diagram. 

 

 

Observe and explain: How do you open the door? Explain how it works, using words and 

annotated drawings or photographs. Identify the different forces used when opening 

the door (e.g. Push, pull, twist) and add these to your annotated drawing or photograph 

to show where they are used when opening the door.  

 

 



 

Hedgerow 

Observe and record:  

 Close your eyes. Listen carefully for one minute. What different sounds can you 

hear? Create a list of the different sounds.  

 What different living things can you spot? Pupils can use an appropriate spotter 

sheet to guide observations, e.g. https://www.wildlifewatch.org.uk/activities 

Sketch and annotate: Choose a bird/minibeast you have spotted and create an 

annotated (labelled) sketch. What do you notice about the different parts of the 

creature’s body? 

Examine the ground area near the hedgerow. Gather some loose leaves which are 

already on the ground (Avoid picking leaves from trees). How many leaves make one 

metre? Note your answer. Did you get the same answer as your partner? Why do you 

think this is? 

 
Image source: Juliet Robertson. 

http://www.cosyfund.com/Userfiles/teacher/MESSY_MATHS_poster%202017%20FINAL.pdf  
 

Sort the leaves into as many different sets as you can think of (e.g. Sort by source, 

size, colour, lines of symmetry, number of leaflets). Play “Guess my rule” with a 

partner- your partner must guess the criteria by which the leaves have been sorted.  

 Explore and record:  What fraction of your total set of leaves are symmetrical? 

 Create a leaf pictogram and take a photo or draw a picture of the pictogram you 

have made.  

Create: Use your leaves to create a piece of land art.  

  
Images source: Marc Pouyet 

https://www.marc-pouyet.net/nature-gallery/#gallery/d2b61eb21c5ca91a40fe572e15c04352/301  

 

  

https://www.wildlifewatch.org.uk/activities
http://www.cosyfund.com/Userfiles/teacher/MESSY_MATHS_poster%202017%20FINAL.pdf
https://www.marc-pouyet.net/nature-gallery/#gallery/d2b61eb21c5ca91a40fe572e15c04352/301


 

 

Stop and solve 

Design your yard space 

 Your class has a yard area that is 25 metres squared (m2) to play in at break 

time. 

 The yard area of 25 square metres needs to be divided so that each group in 

your class has their own space to play. There are 5 groups, and each group gets 5 

squares to play in, all 5 of these squares must be joined together. What 

different ways can you divide up the yard? Use the space below to create your 

different yard designs, each box stands for 1m2. Use a different colour to shade 

in the area for each group. How many different layouts can you come up with? 

Use extra paper if you like. Can you find all the possible layouts? How do you 

know you have found all the possible layouts? 
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Image source: PDST Move well, move often 

 

Play equipment for yard 

You are in charge of the yard games equipment for your class. There are five groups in 

your class. Each group is to be given one yard game each day. Every day after break 

time, the equipment gets washed and tidied away. 

Plastic football Rubber basketball Tennis balls 

Skipping ropes Fabric beanbags Plastic frisbee 

Hula hoops Foam javelins  

 

Choose some suitable games equipment from the above list for the groups to play with 

on yard. Which equipment would not be suitable? Why? (Think about materials, yard 

space, safety). Note down your ideas and discuss with your partner. 

Create a weekly timetable so that each class knows what equipment they are using each 

day. Remember: 

 Each group should get a different game each day! 

 The equipment you choose must be washable!  

 

 

Creative/Open-ended activities 

Make your own socially-distant human maths art. 

a) Divide your class into four by giving everyone a number from 1 to 4. 

 E.g. 1,2,3,4,1,2,3,4,1,2,3…… 

Your number tells you your rule: 

e.g. Number 1: Stand like a ruler 

Number 2: Stand like a star 

Number 3:  * Create your own shape* 

Number 4:  * Create your own shape* 

The group then stand in a repeating pattern, maintaining social distance 

 

b) Rearrange the pattern and form another piece of human maths art. 

c) Draw a picture or write down in symbols your favourite piece of human maths art. 

 

 

 

 

 

d)  Change the rules and create more art. 



 

 

Think and discuss 

Look at the below image. What do you think? Would everyone have the same answer? 

Why? 

 
Image Source: Maths Eyes Resource Pack. www.haveyougotmathseyes.com  

 

 

Back in the class: Follow up activities  

 Whole class collation of data from investigations, for example, measurement of 

tree height, etc. 

 Whole class discussion focused on observations and recorded data from each 

stopping point 

 Reflective journalling activities in response to STEAM trail work 

 Pupils create a Kahoot quiz for their peers, based on their trail  

 
 

http://www.haveyougotmathseyes.com/

